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Eﬃcient intensity-based camera pose estimation in presence of depth Maha El Choubassia , Oscar Nestares, Yi Wu, Igor Kozintsev, and Horst Hausseckerb a Department b Intel



of Computer Science, American University of Beirut, Lebanon; Labs, 2200 Mission College Blvd, Santa Clara, CA, USA ABSTRACT



The widespread success of Kinect enables users to acquire both image and depth information with satisfying accuracy at relatively low cost. We leverage the Kinect output to eﬃciently and accurately estimate the camera pose in presence of rotation, translation, or both. The applications of our algorithm are vast ranging from camera tracking, to 3D points clouds registration, and video stabilization. The state-of-the-art approach uses point correspondences for estimating the pose. More explicitly, it extracts point features from images, e.g., SURF or SIFT, and builds their descriptors, and matches features from diﬀerent images to obtain point correspondences. However, while features-based approaches are widely used, they perform poorly in scenes lacking texture due to scarcity of features or in scenes with repetitive structure due to false correspondences. Our algorithm is intensity-based and requires neither point features’ extraction, nor descriptors’ generation/matching. Due to absence of depth, the intensity-based approach alone cannot handle camera translation. With Kinect capturing both image and depth frames, we extend the intensity-based algorithm to estimate the camera pose in case of both 3D rotation and translation. The results are quite promising. Keywords: Kinect, Depth, Intensity, Video Stabilization, 3D Camera Pose Estimation, Camera Tracking, Registration



1. INTRODUCTION Camera pose estimation is essential to a wide spectrum of critical and exciting applications, spanning video analysis and stabilization, 3D points’ clouds registration and 3D reconstruction, and tracking.1 For example, Ghanem, Zhang, and Ahuja2, 3 estimate homographies between consecutive frames in ﬁeld-sports video analysis. They formulate the problem as a sparse-error minimization problem and harness compressed sensing techniques to solve it eﬃciently and accurately. Henry et al4 obtains dense models of indoor scenes by estimating consecutive camera poses from point correspondences in image frames.4 To obtain these correspondences, one must extract features from images, create their descriptors, e.g., SIFT or SURF,5, 6 and apply features’ matching. Izadi et al7 proposed KinectFusion, a real-time 3D reconstruction system with GPU implementation, that does not require detection of any keypoint features such as SIFT or SURF. Indeed, such features may have limitations despite their popularity and proven success. In scenes that lack texture, we may not detect enough feature points. Additionally, scenes that have heavily repetitive structures can easily generate false correspondences and therefore inaccurate estimation results. In such scenarios, the features-based approach may not be useful, raising the need for more eﬀective solutions. In particular, intensity-based alignment requires neither features’ extraction nor descriptors’ generation and matching. Such method is also proven to provide accurate frame-toframe camera pose estimates.8, 9 Nestares et al. have successfully applied it for video stabilization in a global 3D frame of reference.9 Still, relying solely on color information, image-based alignment can estimate only 3D camera rotation and cannot handle 3D translation due to absence of depth. Nowadays, the great success of Kinect enables acquisition of both image and depth with reasonable accuracy and at aﬀordable cost. In our work, we leverage the presence of depth to extend the intensity-based algorithm9 to accurately estimate both the camera rotation and translation. Assuming the availability of both image and depth data, we present an eﬃcient algorithm to estimate the relative camera pose, i.e., both the relative orientation and position, given Further author information: (Send correspondence to Maha El Choubassi) E-mail: [email protected], Telephone: 961 1 350000 Extension: 4215



Figure 1. Image and depth data of a scene acquired by Kinect with two diferent poses.



that the change in pose is not too large. With the overwhelming spread of Kinect devices that capture image and depth, our algorithm is widely applicable. Kinect cameras acquire image intensity and depth information at video frame rate and the variation in orientation and position between consecutive video frames is small, hence obeying our algorithm requirements. Video stabilization, even with of both camera rotation and translation, is one example of the many applications.



2. POSE ESTIMATION ALGORITHM 9



Nestares et al provide an intensity-based optical ﬂow algorithm for pose estimation assuming 3D camera rotation. Such assumption applies to scenarios when the camera only rotates. Additionally, when aligning images of far scenes, we can approximate the camera movement as pure 3D rotation and neglect translation. In this paper, we extend Nestares et al’s algorithm to use both image and depth data of a scene and hence estimate both rotation and translation. For example, a Kinect device can acquire depth within a range of approximately 5 meters. Our algorithm takes each pair of image and depth frames at a time and compares it to the previous pair to generate the relative pose estimate.



2.1 Intensity Conservation between Consecutive Frames As shown in Figure 1, we denote the intensity functions of the two consecutive frames as I1 (·), and I2 (·). We model I1 (·) and I2 (·) as samples at diﬀerent time instances from the original intensity function I(·, t), e.g, the video, that varies across time and space. If each pixel p = (x, y) in image I1 (·) is displaced to location p + dp = (x + dx, y + dy) in image I2 (·) due to camera motion (see Figure 1), the conservation assumption is that the intensity value does not change, I1 (p) = I2 (p + dp). The displacement dp is due to either camera rotation or translation or both. With the reasonable assumption of small change between consecutive frames I1 (·) and I2 (·), we apply the ﬁrst order Taylor series approximation dxIx(p) + dyIy(p) + ∆I ≃ 0,



(E)



where we have ∆I = I2 (p) − I1 (p). The horizontal and vertical components of the gradient at pixel p are Ix(·) and Iy(·) respectively. Each pixel, in the overlapping region, obeys (E). The horizontal and vertical displacements dx and dy are unknown, but there is no need to explicitly estimate them at each pixel. Instead, we estimate the global camera rotation and translation, i.e., only six parameters in total. The displacements dx and dy are functions of those parameters.



2.2 Pixel Correspondences between Consecutive Frames Let R be the 3 × 3 camera rotation matrix and T = [Tx , Ty , Tz ]T be the 3 × 1 camera translation vector between frames I1 (·) and I2 (·) as in Figure 1. Consider the 3D point in the physical environment corresponding to pixel at location p in image I1 (·). Let P1 = [X1, Y1, Z1]T be the coordinates of this point in the camera system of I1 (·). The coordinates of the same 3D point in the rotated and translated camera coordinates system are P2 = [X2, Y2, Z2]T . Also, the same point P 2 corresponds to pixel at location p + dp in image I2 (·). Note that we do know the depth values, i.e., Z1 and Z2. Therefore, P 1 is mapped to P 2 as1 P 2 = RP 1 + T.



(1)



2.3 Pixels Displacements in terms of Pose Parameters In this section, we derive the expressions of pixels displacements in terms of the six pose parameters to be estimated. The calibration matrix of our camera is F   f 0 0 F =  0 f 0 , 0 0 1 where f is the focal length∗ . The coordinates of the pixel p = (x, y) in the image I1 (·) are the projection of the 3D point P 1 = [X1, Y 1, Z1]T on the camera plane in I1 frame x=f



X1 Y1 and y = f . Z1 Z1



(2)



Similarly, the pixel p + dp = (x + dx, y + dy) in image I2 (·) is the projection of the 3D point P 2 = [X2, Y 2, Z2]T on the camera plane in the second frame x + dx = f



X2 Y2 and y + dy = f . Z2 Z2



(3)



We multiply the mapping equation (1) by the matrix F and replace the pixel projections equations (2) and (3) to get F P 2 = F RF −1 F P 1 + F T   f X2 /Z2 f X1 /Z1 Z2  f Y2 /Z2  = Z1 F RF −1  f Y1 /Z1 1 1      x x + dx Z2  y + dy  = Z1 F RF −1  y  +  1 1 











 f Tx  +  f Ty  Tz  f Tx f Ty  . Tz



(4)



Since we assume little movement between consecutive frames, we have small rotation angles and we can linearly approximate the rotation matrix R as   1 −wz wy 1 −wx  , R ≃  wz (5) −wy wx 1 ∗ Without loss of generality and for a clear presentation, we conduct our analysis with only the focal length in the calibration matrix and assume equal horizonal and vertical focal lengths. To consider other intrinsic characteristics of the camera, such as the radial distortion, one can simply include them in F and follow the same approach.



Figure 2. At each pixel, we evaluate the linear equation (8) in the six unknowns wx, wy, wz, Tx, Ty, Tz. For computational eﬃciency, we may work with a sampled subset of the pixels.



where wx , wy , and wz are the Euler angles8 in radians. Substituting (5), the linear approximation of rotation matrix R, in the mapping equation (4), we obtain ( ) Z1 f x + dx ≃ x + f wy − ywz + Tx Z2 Z1 ( ) f Z1 y − f wx + xwz + Ty y + dy ≃ Z2 Z1 ( ) y x 1 Z2 ≃ Z1 1 + wx − wy + Tz . f f Z1 With simple manipulation, we have [ ( 2 ) ] /[ ] −xy x f x y x 1 dx ≃ wx + + f wy − ywz + Tx − Tz 1 + wx − wy + Tz f f Z1 Z1 f f Z1 [ ( 2 ) ] /[ ] y xy f y y x 1 dy ≃ − + f wx + wy + xwz + Ty − Tz 1 + wx − wy + Tz , f f Z1 Z1 f f Z1



(6) (7)



the expressions of the displacements dx and dy in terms of the unknown rotation parameters wx , wy , and wz and the unknown translation components Tx , Ty , and Tz . Intrinsic camera parameters, such as the focal length f , can be estimated separately while calibrating the camera. We know all the remaining values such as the coordinates x, y, and Z1.



2.4 A Linear Overdetermined System in the Pose Parameters For each pixel, we replace the equations (6) and (7) of the displacements dx and dy in the intensity conservation equation (E) and obtain ( 2 ) ] [ ( 2 ) ] [ y y xy x x −xy Ix − + f Iy + ∆I wx + Iy + + f Ix − ∆I wy + [−yIx + xIy ] wz f f f f f f [ ] f Ix f Iy −x y ∆I + Tx + Ty + Ix − Iy + Tz + ∆I ≃ 0, (8) Z1 Z1 Z1 Z1 Z1 i.e., the intensity conservation equation at each pixel in terms of the six camera pose unknown parameters, a linear equation. We have a large number of these equations, e.g., approximately in the range of 3 × 105 for



Figure 3. Our system generates from previous and current image and depth data an overdetermined linear system in the pose parameters and estimates them robustly, making the relative pose estimate available to the application of interest.



a 640 × 480 image. Therefore, we have a linear overdetermined system in the pose parameters. To solve this system, we use a robust M-estimator with a Tukey function accounting for outliers, similarly to Nestares et al.9 We adopt a coarse to ﬁne multi-resolution estimation approach, where we generate a pyramid from the image with diﬀerent resolution levels and estimate the relative pose incrementally with the Tukey M-estimator.8, 9 For computational speed gain, we apply the algorithm to a sampled subset instead of all the pixels as in Figure 2. As expected, the depth value Z1 in (8) appears only in the coeﬃcients of Tx , Ty , and Tz , the translation parameters. We need the depth data to estimate the translation. Without depth, the problem reduces to Nestares et al’s problem,9 i.e., one can estimate the pose when the camera movement is only rotation. As illustrated in Figure 3, our pose estimation algorithm takes two consecutive depth and color data pairs as input, processes them to generate a linear overdetermined system in the six pose parameters, and robustly solves this system for the camera rotation and translation.



3. RESULTS 3.1 Building the Data Set We captured with Kinect 13 pairs of image and depth frames with slight variations in orientation and position. Please see the reference image and depth frame pair, acquired at location 0 and denoted as Pref , in the upper left corner of Figure 4. We then obtained the remaining pairs as follows • Pure translation: we applied only translation along the x axis to the Kinect device without any rotation and acquired 10 pairs of images and depth frames with respective translations of 0.5cm, 1cm, 1.5cm, 2cm, 2.5cm, 5cm, 10cm, 15cm, 20cm, and 25cm along the x axis. See Figure 4.



Figure 4. For the ﬁrst 11 test samples, we have only camera translation in the x axis by d cm. For the remaining 2 samples, we may also have camera rotation around the y axis by a degrees. We show the estimated 6 camera pose parameters next to each test sample.



• Pure rotation: for the reference pair Pref , i.e., with no translation at all, we rotated the camera around the y axis by 5 degrees and acquired the image and depth data pair. • Both rotation and translation: at 5cm translation along the x axis from the reference location, we rotated the camera around the y axis by 5 degrees and acquired the image and depth data pair† . The last two pairs are at the bottom of Figure 4. We now have the ground truth data.



3.2 Testing Our Algorithm We applied our optical ﬂow algorithm to estimate relative pose between our reference pair Pref and all pairs in our data set. The estimates of the translation vector T = [Tx , Ty , Tz ]T and rotation Euler angles [wx , wy , wz ]T are shown in Figure 4. To generate the ﬁrst 11 pairs, we translated the camera along the x axis without rotation. As seen in Figure 4, the estimated translation Tx is close to the actual value. All the remaining values are estimates of Ty , Tz , wx , wy , and wz and must be compared to 0. For the last 2 pairs, we also rotated the camera by approximately 5 degrees around the y axis. Again, the estimated results are close to the ground truth, e.g., wy is estimated as 5.02 and 4.93 degrees respectively, quite close to 5 degrees. We note that when we tried larger rotation values such 10 degrees around the y axis or larger translation values such as 35 cm, the algorithm diverged and the estimation results were completely oﬀ as expected. The algorithm applies only for small variations in pose, which is a reasonable assumption for consecutive video frames.



4. CONCLUSION While not requiring the extraction and matching of image features, Nestares et al’s optical ﬂow pose estimation algorithm9 assumes only camera rotation due to absence of depth data.9 Indeed, such data would not typically be available, justifying the algorithm’s unique reliance on image intensity. However, as demonstrated by the recent proliferation of Kinect devices and applications, acquiring both visual and depth information is today possible at cheap cost. Having depth data together with images, we extended Nestares et al’s optical ﬂow algorithm to have the most general model for relative pose estimation, i.e., including both 3D camera rotation and translation.
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